
 

EPA ridicules California's proposed ban of
new gas cars
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency chief Andrew Wheeler on
Monday ridiculed California Gov. Gavin Newsom's plan to ban the sale
of new gas-powered cars by 2035, saying the proposal raises "significant
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questions of legality."

Last week, Newsom signed an executive order directing state regulators
to come up with rules that would ban the sale of all new gas-powered 
passenger cars and trucks by 2035. He said the plan will reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by 35%.

On Monday, Wheeler sent Newsom a letter questioning how the state
could add millions of electric vehicles despite having "a record of rolling
blackouts." He said it "begs the question of how you expect to run an
electric car fleet that will come with significant increases in electricity
demand, when you can't even keep the lights on today."

California had its first rolling blackouts in nearly 20 years last month
when demand for electricity during a heat wave was so high the state ran
out of power. More than half a million homes and businesses lost power
for about an hour. The state came close to mandatory power shutoffs a
few other times this year, but was able to avoid them.

"The truth it that if the state were driving 100 percent electric vehicles
today, the state would be dealing with even worse power shortages than
the ones that have already caused a series of otherwise preventable
environmental and public health consequences," Wheeler wrote.

The blackouts in August were complicated by a heat wave that blanketed
much of the West, making it more difficult for California to purchase
surplus power from other states. Newsom has ordered an investigation of
the blackouts and has signed an emergency proclamation allowing more
energy users and providers to tap into backup power.

Meanwhile, massive wildfires continue to burn across the state, aided in
size and intensity by climate change. Newsom has said the fires have
strengthened his resolve to combat climate change.
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"While the Trump Administration tries to drive this country off a
climate cliff, California is once again assuming the mantle of leadership
in the fight against climate change," said Newsom spokesman Jesse
Melgar. "We aren't going to back down from protecting our kids' health
and the air they breathe."

© 2020 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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